Appendix B
User groups defined
1. Unknown (Non-Motorized) – Users who fall into this group do so because they were
able to trigger the camera and leave tracks in the snow without having their picture
taken. These could be attributed to skiers (e.g., Nordic, AT) or splitboarders, among
other groups. When traveling through snow these users all tend to produce similar
tracks; this category was created to avoid misplacing users. Those participating in
novel/unfamiliar activities also fall into this group (Below, Right).

2. Sled – This indicates users who were accessing the backcountry to use saucer sleds
(below, left), toboggans (below, middle), tubes (below, right), and more. These typically
occurred alongside Walk/Run/Hike/Snowshoe users when parents carried sleds for
their children.

3. Walk/Run/Hike/Snowshoe – These are all who traverse the frozen expanses by foot.
Snowshoeing was grouped with walkers, runners and hikers because they essentially
serve the same purpose. Cases in which hikers carried ski/snowboard equipment were
scrutinized on an individual basis to determine the correct group in which to categorize
that user (below, left). In the event that one person is carrying another both users are
counted (below, right; four total). The logic behind this decision is that a total of 4
people have passed through the trailhead and are actively using this trail for recreation,
even if one is not on their own feet.
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4. Nordic Ski – Nordic skiers are all users who recreate on skis specifically made for
cross-country travel. Nordic skis traditionally have the limited sidecut, lack of heel
latch, flat arc, and longer tips than traditional skis (below, right, left).

5. AT Ski – Alpine Touring skis allow the user to quickly and easily release their heel in
order to travel uphill or across flat ground with the addition of climbing skins
(adhesive-backed fabric which attaches to the ski at the tip and tail, sticks to the base,
and helps when ascending terrain in snowy conditions). Note the released heel latch
which allows the skier to lift their heels similar to a Nordic ski (below left, right hand
skier). This feature makes uphill travel possible with downhill skis. When the skier
finishes ascending, the climbing skins can be removed and bindings set back up for
downhill skiing. Prepping an AT ski for use; note that the base is blue and black where
blue is the climbing skin and black is the actual base of the ski (below right).

6. Snowboard/Splitboard – A splitboard is a snowboard that can transform into two
skis by releasing a couple clips. Once the board is in two pieces, bindings get moved to
the center of the board, and skins can be attached to the base for climbing and travel.
Included are pictures of a splitboard about to be used (below, left) and being used
(below, right).
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7. Noboard/snowskate – Noboarding is a relatively new trend; it started as a
backcountry alternative to snowboarding. A handful of companies produce noboard
traction pads that can be applied directly to any snowboard (below, left, left of center).
Snowskates are included in this category due to the overall similarities (below, right of
center, right) (e.g., both allow movement separate from the equipment while riding).

8. Fat Bike – Bikes with extremely wide tires can be used on snow because the tire’s large
surface area equates to a contact patch significant enough to produced flotation. The
Crested Butte Mountain Bike Association grooms a handful of trails throughout the UGV
specifically for (but not limited to) fat bikes.

9. Unknown (Motorized) – For much of this study, the cameras at Kebler Pass were
setup about 1/8th mile from the trailhead. A consequence of this distance is that
motorized users were occasionally able to get up enough speed and move through the
cameras effective window before a picture cold be taken. The resulting vacant picture
could be analyzed based on the tracks left in and around the snow (e.g., tracks, roost).
The successive pictures below illustrate these products (fresh tracks are highlighted
with green dotted lines; airborne snow within the red dashed line is considered roost).
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10. Hybrid Snowmobile – Seen in a variety of forms, this study counted hybrid users as
anyone using a snowmobile, or similar machine, to access terrain for skiing or
snowboarding. Approaches to this include using tow ropes (below, left), a method
commonly referred to as Canadian (below, middle), and standard two-up riding (below,
right). Because this category is analyzing how many hybrid users are accessing the
backcountry, each individual person was counted (for example the tow rope picture
below was counted as four users).

11. Recreational/Private Snowmobile – These are any users who use access
backcountry by a snowmobile (below, left). Counted within this group are people who
may not have been accessing for recreational purposes (e.g., Irwin, and other, townsite
residents) (below, right).

12. Rental Snowmobile – This category represents all snowmobiles being use for guided
(below, left) and unguided (below, center, right) rental trips. For the purpose of this
study, rental snowmobiles with 2 or more users tallied as a single consumer (below).
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13. Grooming Snowmobile – In order to maintain the CBMBA fat bike trail, the
organization grooms using a snowmobile with attached grooming device (below). The
vast majority grooming done within trails covered by this study was done in the late
afternoon and early evening when other users were not on trail.

14. Snow bike – Generally built on around a dirt bike chassis (below, left), snow bikes are
made by retrofitting a ski and track (with associated frame, hardware, and tunnel) on a
traditional motorcycle (below, middle). These are almost effectively a single-user
vehicle (the only exception seen during this study is shown in the Hybrid User
description).
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15. Recreation ATV – This study found that all-terrain vehicles (ATV) are essentially
unused in the UGV during the winter. Like most things, there are exceptions to the rule
(below).

16. Grooming ATV – Use of All-terrain vehicles was limited to maintenance of the Cement
Creek fat bike trails, done by Al Smith (below). The tracks are an aftermarket
modification to an otherwise stock ATV which performs grooming operations by use of
a tow-behind mechanism.

17. UTV/Side by Side – Side-by-side vehicles, commonly referred to as utility task vehicles
(UTV), can be modified for over snow use through the addition of track systems similar
to those for ATVs and (to a lesser extent) motorcycles. These modified UTVs have
introduced an inexpensive method for backcountry travel that allows the operator to
remain in a controlled environment no matter the outside conditions (below).
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18. Car/Truck – Cars and trucks are not customarily associated with, or used for, oversnow travel, but as the adage goes, necessity is the mother of invention. Working
alongside a local snowmobile track designer, some Irwin residents were able to modify
UTV track systems to work on Geo Trackers (below, left, left of center). This offers a
relatively inexpensive option for enclosed backcountry travel. Traditional cars and
trucks were occasionally captured venturing into the backcountry, with mixed results
(below, right, right of center).

19. Snowcat – Snowcats are necessary for a range of jobs and activities in the UGV. For
example, Irwin Backcountry Guides (IBG) uses a Tucker Sno-cat equipped with a rubber
tracks and to pick up skiers from their facility in Crested Butte (below, left). Access
beyond the cabin and periodic maintenance is carried out with a more traditional
snowcat (below, left of center). Maintenance of Kebler Pass is also taken care of by the
Gunnison County Sno Trackers (below, right of center). Other snowcats were rarely
seen (below, right).
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